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Abstract: Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-based spraying system employing machine learning techniques is a recent
advancement in precision agriculture for precise spraying, promoting saving chemicals (pesticide/herbicide), and enhancing their effectiveness. This study aims to develop an eﬀicient deep learning system for UAV-based sprayers, which has
the capability to accurately recognize spraying areas. A deep learning system is proposed and developed incorporating a
faster region-based convolutional neural network (R-CNN) for the imagery collected. In order to develop a classifier for
identifying spraying areas from nonspraying areas, four different agriculture croplands and orchards were considered. All
the experiments were performed in agriculture fields through DJI Spark with an RGB camera. During experimentation,
heights of 2.5 m and 6 m were attained for cropland and orchard image collection. The developed recognition system
achieved 87.77% and 88.57% accuracy for recognizing spraying areas in crops and orchards, respectively, for a limited
dataset and variable target sizes. The developed deep learning system on comparison outperformed other machine
learning and deep learning systems in the literature. The developed system could be easily integrated into real-time
UAV-based sprayers for precision agriculture.
Key words: Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), faster R-CNN, precision agriculture, machine learning, deep learning

1. Introduction
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), also known as drones, have excelled in numerous fields, ever since becoming
commercially available in early 1980s [1, 2]. Ease of deployment, ability to hover, and low maintenance cost
have allowed UAV to be employed in many civilian applications [3, 4], such as search and rescue [5–7], remote
sensing [8, 9], construction and infrastructure [10–12], and surveillance applications [13, 14]. It is believed that,
by the year 2021, the drone market would reach $200 billion [1]. In addition to the aforementioned applications,
one area which has been revolutionized by drone technology is agriculture as illustrated in Figure 1, making it
an integral part of mainstream farming. This paradigm shift in the field of agriculture is considered timely as
the global population is expected to reach 9 billion by 2050 [2], which will increase food consumption massively
(70%) [2]. Achieving this number is a challenge keeping in mind the unpredictable patterns of weather and
natural disasters. UAV can be part of a solution to the exponential increase in demand by assisting farmers
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at various phases of precision agriculture that includes analyzing, planning, plantation, and the consequent
monitoring for finding crop health and growth.

Figure 1. UAV in agriculture spraying [1].

There is extensive research in the literature on using UAV for different stages of achieving precision
agriculture, such as crop monitoring and management [15, 16], weed detection [17], schedule for irrigation [18],
detecting diseases [19], and pesticide spraying [15]. However, after extensive research in this area, there is
still room of improvement, which makes it an interesting research problem. This paper proposes an eﬀicient
recognition system for recognizing region of interest, i.e. spraying area which is a primary step for UAV-based
sprayers. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Related work is explained briefly in Section 2. Section
3 discusses materials and methods, followed by experimentation in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the results
and discussion; and finally, Section 6 concludes the article.
2. Related work
Yamaha developed the first UAV model for agriculture applications named Yamaha RMAX for agriculture pest
control [20]. Hung et al. [21] developed a learning-based algorithm for classifying invasive weeds species by
using positive and negative weed images for training. Feature learning was used in the algorithm for relevant
feature differentiation between weeds and background objects. Small UAVs were used for collecting data at
high spatial resolutions. In [22], a hybrid neural network architecture for recognizing different types of crops
on the basis of aerial images obtained from UAV was proposed. The architecture combines histogram and
convolutional units. In their study, a total of 23 classification tasks were evaluated on the proposed system
and compared with conventional convolutional and histogram models and the results showed improvement in
classification performance. In another study, by Andres Milioto et al. [23], a system for detecting sugar beet
plants and weeds in a field was developed using the imagery obtained through UAV. High-quality classification
was obtained by combining vegetation detection and deep learning. Data collected from various sugar beet
fields were used for extensively evaluating the system.
In [24], the problem of detecting value crops and weeds was addressed using a camera mounted on a
UAV. In addition to random forest, the proposed method relied on object features and key points. Experiments
demonstrated that the proposed approach was able to analyze and classify weeds and crops. Bah et al. [25] used
convolutional neural network (CNN) to develop a novel learning method for weed detection from UAV images
with unsupervised training dataset. The method comprised three steps of automatically detecting the crop lines
and using them for identifying interline weeds, then the interline weeds constituted the dataset for training;
and finally, a CNN (ResNet) was built for detecting crops and weeds. The proposed method was similar to
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the conventional training data labeling, which is usually a tedious task. A semantic labeling approach was
developed by Huang et al. [26] for accurate weed mapping using images obtained by UAV. Pretrained Image
Net was used in addition to residual framework in a fully convolutional form. The proprietary dataset was
fine-tuned according to the adopted framework. Atrous convolution was applied for extending convolutional
filters’ field of view. To further refine spatial details conditional random field (CRF) was applied after CNN.
In [27], a novel deep learning algorithm was proposed to detect tobacco plants from high spatial resolution
images captured via UAV. The algorithm comprised three phases. Extraction of tobacco plant regions from
UAV images with morphological and watershed segmentation operations were performed in the first phase. A
DCNN was built and trained for classification between tobacco and nontobacco plants in the second phase.
In the last phase, postprocessing was performed for further removal of the nontobacco plant regions. Hong
et al. [28] developed a convolutional neural network for detecting rice area from the UAV images. Images
were taken by UAV and using visual method images, training set for rice area was made. A CNN was used
for identifying rice fields on the basis of its characteristics. The proposed recognition technique outperformed
the conventional detection method. In [29], a technique for recognition of UAV images using capsule network
(Caps Net) was developed. The technique comprised three phases: Setting up image set, preprocessing, and
recognition. Caps Net was used for extracting features and training classification of the rice images and it
yielded better results than CNN. The proposed network improved the recognition accuracy of the overlapping
rice images quickly and accurately. Valente [30] proposed a deep learning (CNN) technique for Rumex (most
common weeds in grasslands in the Netherlands) from images obtained through UAV. Experiments showed that
Rumex was detected with up to 90% accuracy using the proposed methodology. Lately, you only look once
(YOLO) [31] and single shot multibox detector (SSD) [32] networks perform recognition task using a single
neural network. These methods convert the classification and localization steps required for target detection
into a regression problem [33]. These techniques have outperformed the object proposal techniques in various
competitions, where targets are detected from natural images. However, very little work has been carried out
to implement them on remotely sensed images [33]. Yunong Tian et al. [34] employed an improved YOLO-V3
model for detecting apples in different growth stages. The developed method outperformed other deep learning
methods in comparison. In [35], SSD was used for classifying and locating weeds in low land rice smart farming.
The method was developed for weed control in the rice fields. According to the knowledge of the authors, the
most relevant work in this regard has been carried out in [36], where a machine learning system was proposed for
recognizing spray and nonspray areas for UAV-based sprayers. Mutual subspace method was used for developing
a machine learning system. In order to build two classifiers of spraying and nonspraying areas, croplands and
orchards were selected. DJI Phantom 3 Pro was used for conducting experiments and the results showed an
accuracy of 74.4% and 77% for crops and orchards, respectively. The aim was to develop a system that will
achieve more accurate results for classifying spraying from nonspraying areas. It is expected that faster R-CNN
could be employed due to its accuracy in recognizing features when dealing with limited dataset.
3. Materials and methods
The method developed in the study comprises two stages: i) training and ii) testing/validation, as shown in
Figure 2. The images were acquired from recorded video at the preprocessing stage. Initially, faster R-CNN
(selected as basic architecture) received image label pairs with corresponding pixel to pixel in training set as an
input. The output image of equal size was obtained by mapping the input image, and based on this obtained
images and ground truth, label loss was computed, which ultimately updated the parameters. Training process
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was iterated until the loss was less than 0.1 or when it reached the maximum iteration value. During the
testing stage, the testing image is mapped into prediction class by faster R-CNN as illustrated in the lower
part of Figure 2. Manual labeling of image training set was performed. Tensorflow and Keras open-source
deep learning framework were used for experimentation on Intel i7 7700HQ quad processor, 16 GB RAM and
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 GPU.

Figure 2. Overview of the proposed methodology: Training stage is illustrated in the upper parts while validation stage
is shown in the lower parts.

3.1. Improved faster R-CNN
Faster R-CNN is an architecture widely employed for object detection incorporating convolution neural networks.
It is comprised of two modules and is used for object detection. A deep fully convolutional network constitutes
the first module which is used for proposing regions, while faster R-CNN detector, which is the second layer,
uses the regions that are proposed. The system uses popular neural networks terminology attention mechanisms
[37, 38].
In this work, an input image of size 448 × 448 obtained through preprocessing is given as input image
and the goal is to output a set of detection bounding box, tagged with an object class label. The input image
is processed by a 2D ConvNet to generate a 2D feature map. A region proposal network is subsequently used
for generating a sparse set of class-agnostic region proposals, by classifying group scale varying anchor boxes
centered at each pixel location of the feature map. Based on the anchor boxes, boundaries of the proposal are
also adjusted through regression. First, pooling into feature map is performed for features within the region, i.e.
ROI pooling [37, 38]. A deep neural network classifier computes the object class probability and simultaneously
regresses the detection boundary for each class (i.e. spraying) using the pooled feature. The architecture of the
network was optimized according to the specific requirement of the study. The conventional Visual Geometry
Group 16 (VGG16) convolutional neural network was replaced by Residual Network 101 (ResNet-101) [39]
having a deeper network depth. The VGG-16–based architectures are loosing popularity due to their high
memory requirement and increased number of operations (G-ops). ResNet, produced by Microsoft in 2015, is
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simple to design, has moderate eﬀiciency, and gives better accuracy due to increased number of layers (ResNet101 has 101 layers as compared to VGG, which has only 16). The number of anchors were selected as 16 with
the size of 64, 128, 256, and 512 and the ratio of 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2 as compared to traditionally 9 number of
anchors, size of [128, 256, 512] and ratio of 0.5, 1, 2. Furthermore, as the study deals with recognizing spraying
area, which is a binary classification problem. Therefore, sigmoid function was used instead of the normally
employed softmax [38] function in faster R-CNN. Overview of the architecture is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Overview of the faster R-CNN architecture.

4. Experimentation
4.1. Study site
Site for the study is located at Turangzai (District Peshawar, KPK, Pakistan, Coordinates 34◦ 12′ 57′′ North,
71◦ 44′ 50′′ East). UAV data for four different croplands (garlic, coriander, pea, and strawberry) shown in
(Figures 4a–4d) and four orchards (apricot, loquat, peach, and bitter orange) were studied illustrated in (Figures
4e–4h).
4.2. Field experiment
A multirotor UAV (DJI Spark) shown in Figure 5 having an inbuilt camera with 1/2.3′′ CMOS and FOV 81.9◦
25 mm f/2.6 lens was used for collecting all of the imagery used in this study.
Close-range image acquisition was preferred for croplands while selecting datasets for training whereas,
for orchards, high altitude was selected to cover the region in a minimum time. According to the flight height,
two different working patterns were defined. Work areas for the study are as follows: for croplands (garlic,
coriander, pea, and strawberry), height of UAV was 2.5 m from where images were acquired by the UAV. For
orchards, (apricot, loquat, peach and bitter orange) height of UAV was 6 m for acquiring images (Table 1).
For cropland spraying area recognition, two classifier datasets were collected: one dateset for spraying
areas (garlic, coriander, pea, and strawberry), and another for nonspraying areas. Similar data was collected for
orchards and was classified into two datasets (spraying and nonspraying areas): One dataset of spraying areas
for orchard areas (apricot, loquat, peach, and bitter orange), and another for nonspraying areas. Videos were
recorded and at the preprocessing stage, they were converted to images. The UAV flew over crop lands and
orchards from 23rd of Feb to 1st of March 2020. Images were collected in the morning from 10 am to 12 pm
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Figure 4. (a–d) Four different croplands, (e–h) four different orchards.

for ensuring uniform lighting, average temperature, and ambient humidity were 23.3 ◦ C and 65% , respectively.
The first half of the video was used for training while the second half was used for testing. On the basis
of the aforementioned details, cropland and orchard classifiers were segmented in Table 1. Accuracy analysis
of the recognition system was obtained through confusion matrix (Figure 6) by comparing true-positive and
true-negative values (Equation 1).
∑
Accuracy =

∑
T rueP ositive + T rueN egative
∑
T otal

(1)

5. Results and discussion
Subsequent to rigorous experimentation, encouraging results were recorded. Various experimental field datasets
were incorporated for training and testing to achieve higher accuracy for recognition using the improved faster
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Figure 5. Overview of UAV and imagery collected (RGB).

Table 1. Training and testing datasets.

Target
Garlic
Coriander
Pea
Strawberry
Apricot
Loquat
Peach
Bitter orange

Dataset
Spraying
400
430
460
380
370
350
410
390

Nonspraying
400
430
460
380
370
350
410
390

Number of images
for training
(Spraying + Nonspraying)
First half (200+200)
First half (215+215)
First half (230+230)
First half (190+190)
First half (185+185)
First half (175+175)
First half (205+205)
First half (195+195)

Number of images
for testing
(Spraying + Nonspraying)
Second half (200+200)
Second half (215+215)
Second half (230+230)
Second half (190+190)
Second half (185+185)
Second half (175+175)
Second half (205+205)
Second half (195+195)

R-CNN. A presentation of the results are as follows. For the developed method, system recognition accuracy
was achieved as 85.25% in crop land classifier for spraying recognition area in garlic field, whereas in case of
coriander field, spraying area recognition was 87.54% as illustrated in Table 2. Furthermore, the accuracy was
89.92% for pea, and strawberry the recorded an accuracy of 88.38%. In case of orchard fields, the accuracy was
90.79% for apricot, 87.34% for loquat, 88.87% for peach, and 87.29% for bitter orange (Table 2).
Overall accuracy for croplands was 87.77% and orchards 88.57% for different fields of croplands and
orchards. The recognition of crops and orchards with their respective confidence score is illustrated in Figure 7.
5.1. A comparison for evaluation
In order to justify the capability of the developed method, well-established methods such mutual subspace
method (MSM) [36] (an extension of subspace method (SM)), Yolo-v3 [40], and SSD [32] were chosen for
comparison. In the MSM, similarity between two patterns is defined by conical angles between two subspaces
[36]. The small variation between training and recognition target data is compared, and when the distribution
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Figure 6. Confusion matrix.

data is linearly approximated, it acts as a strong recognition technique when multiple data is used as target
image inputs for recognition [36]. In the SM, principal component analysis is used for finding cumulative
contribution from eigen vectors by selecting d-dimensional vectors subspace. Whole process of MSM is same as
SM except having an input vector being replaced by input subspace.
Angle between eigenvector P= µi → and eigenvector Q= vi→ obtained from data shown in Figure 8 is
used for defining similarity between subspaces. Angle between subspaces is given by maximum eigen value [36].
cos θ = maxµi → ϵp maxvi → ϵQ µi →T vi→

(2)

where
µi →T µi → = vj →T vj → = 1, µi →T µj → = vi →T vj → = 0, i ̸= j, 0 < j, j ≤ d
Here d represents the dimension of subspace used for recognition.
Yolo-v3 [40] is an advanced version of Yolo [31] and Yolo-v2 [34] networks. Different deep learning model
characteristics such as SSD and receptive field network [41] are combined in this network. Darknet-53 (53
convolution layers) are designed as feature extractor in Yol-v3 resulting in improvement in Yolo-v2 in different
ways [41]. This network does not need proposals like faster R-CNN; instead, it transforms detection as a
regression problem. The bounding box coordinates and probabilities are generated directly by regression [41].
Architecture of the network is illustrated in Figure 9. Similar to the aforementioned techniques, SSD [32] is also
a commonly used method for recognizing targets. The network is a single-stage object detection and depends
on feed forward convolutional network [41, 42]. The network produces a collection of fixed-size bounding boxes
along with scores for target class. Nonmaximum suppression is used for achieving the desired recognition [42].
The feature extractor used in the study was VGG-16.
The aforementioned methods were applied to the same dataset and the results are illustrated in Table
3. For the recognition system of the MSM [36], the accuracy rate in croplands was 76.23% for garlic, 74.92%
for coriander, 75.58% for pea, and 74.41% for strawberry whereas, in orchards, the accuracy was 77.30% for
apricot, 74.68% for loquat, 78.90% for peach, and 78.69% for bitter orange. The overall accuracy for croplands
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Table 2. Proposed classifier recognition system using faster R-CNN and accuracy analysis.

Experimental area
(croplands and orchards)
Garlic

Coriander

Pea

Predicted conditions
(Testing by recognition phase)

Strawberry

Apricot

Loquat

Peach

Bitter orange

Work patterns
Classifiers
Spray
Nonspray
Accuracy
Spray
Nonspray
Accuracy
Spray
Nonspray
Accuracy
Spray
Nonspray
Accuracy
Spray
Nonspray
Accuracy
Spray
Nonspray
Accuracy
Spray
Nonspray
Accuracy
Spray
Nonspray
Accuracy

True conditions
Croplands
Spray Nonspray
200
44
28
216
85.25%
280
37
42
275
87.54%
352
35
43
344
89.92%
270
27
42
255
88.38%
282
22
34
270
90.79%
210
27
33
204
87.34%
270
31
36
265
88.87%
257
34
40
251
87.29%

was 75.28% and for orchards it was 77.39%. Similarly, the recognition system of Yolo-v3 [40] in croplands
achieved 83.20% accuracy for garlic, 84.70% for coriander, 86.05% for pea, and 84.68% for strawberry whereas,
in orchards, the accuracy was 86.84% for apricot, 84.39% for loquat, 84.05% for peach, and 84.29% for bitter
orange. The overall accuracy for croplands was 84.65% and for orchards it was 84.89%. Furthermore, the
recognition system of the SSD [32], in croplands, achieved an accuracy rate of 80.33% for garlic, 81.39% for
coriander, 83.72% for pea, and 82.15% for strawberry whereas, in orchards, the accuracy was 84.05% for apricot,
81.43% for loquat, 81.73% for peach, and 81.27% for bitter orange. The overall accuracy for croplands was
81.89% and for orchards it was 82.12%.
A comparison of all the methods for recognition accuracy is illustrated in Figure 10. Here it is evident
that the developed method performed well in this regard.
To further testify the capability of the developed method, training and validation/datasets were increased
for further confirmation and to observe any substantial changes in recognition accuracy of classifiers. The number
of images were doubled for training and testing. Encouraging results were obtained by Yolo-v3 [40] and SSD
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Figure 7. (a-h) Recognition of spraying area with accuracy for orchards and croplands.

[32]. However, the developed method was able to achieve the best results. Consequently, the MSM [36] lost the
race of achieving better accuracy and the results are presented in Table 4.
Each year, millions of dollars are lost due to pesticide and crop loss. This loss is directly propositional
to country GDP loss, and in the case of developing and underdeveloped countries, the significance is vital.
Thanks to the technological advancement in UAV, especially in precision agriculture, UAVs have established
their significance in multipurpose tasks such as spraying in field for precise applications of pesticides. In this
regard, an eﬀicient deep learning system to recognize spraying areas for UAV-based sprayers was developed.
Various fields of croplands and orchards were selected for performing field experiments in order to increase
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Figure 8. Comparing two sets of images using the mutual subspace method (MSM) [36].

Figure 9. Successive stages essential for Yolo-v3 [40] implementation on recognizing spraying area.

variety of datasets for selecting spraying and nonspraying areas. The data was collected on days with clear
skies and at particular time for ensuring uniform lighting. The developed recognition system showed eﬀicacy for
the dataset obtained from croplands and orchards. The developed deep learning (improved faster R-CNN) was
able to perform better than the MSM and recent deep learning methods in terms of accuracy. As the research
deals with the challenge of limited dataset and variable target sizes, the accuracy is paramount for precision
spraying, which is the desired objective of this study. The method developed in this study outperforms recent
deep learning and machine learning methods compared. By increasing the training data, the accuracy of the
system can be enhanced further as evident from Table 4. During the study, we did not consider different lighting
conditions and we think that different lighting conditions need to be carefully considered.
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Table 3. Accuracy analysis of classifier recognition system using MSM [36], Yolo-v3 [40] and SSD [32].
Experimental area
(Croplands and
orchards)
Garlic

Coriander

Pea
Predicted conditions
(Testing by recognition
phase)

Strawberry

Apricot

Loquat

Peach

Bitter orange

Work Patterns
Classifiers
Spray
Nonspray
Accuracy
Spray
Nonspray
Accuracy
Spray
Nonspray
Accuracy
Spray
Nonspray
Accuracy
Spray
Nonspray
Accuracy
Spray
Nonspray
Accuracy
Spray
Nonspray
Accuracy
Spray
Nonspray
Accuracy

True conditions
MSM
Croplands
Spray Nonspray
178
66
50
194
76.23%
240
77
82
235
74.92%
295
92
97
290
75.58%
215
82
70
227
74.41%
220
84
54
250
77.30%
180
57
63
174
74.68%
230
71
56
245
78.90%
237
54
70
221
78.69%

Yolo-v3
Croplands
Spray Nonspray
196
48
34
210
83.20%
270
47
50
267
84.70%
339
48
60
327
86.05%
258
39
52
245
84.68%
272
32
48
256
86.84%
204
33
41
196
84.39%
260
41
55
246
84.05%
248
43
50
241
84.29%

SSD
Croplands
Spray Nonspray
190
54
42
202
80.33%
254
63
55
262
81.39%
329
58
68
319
83.72%
250
47
59
238
82.15%
262
42
55
249
84.05%
197
40
48
189
81.43%
252
49
61
240
81.73%
228
63
46
245
81.27%

Figure 10. Accuracy analysis for comparison.

6. Conclusion
This study focuses on the development of deep learning system for crop field spraying area recognition employing
improved faster R-CNN. For this research, a UAV was deployed for data acquisition (video) of croplands and
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Table 4. Increasing training and testing datasets for classifiers and accuracy comparison between techniques.

Target

Dataset
Spraying

Nonspraying

Garlic

800

800

Coriander

860

860

Pea

920

920

Strawberry

760

760

Apricot

740

740

Loquat

700

700

Peach

820

820

Bitter orange

780

780

Number of
images for
Training
(Spraying +
Nonspraying)
First half
(400+400)
First half
(430+430)
First half
(460+460)
First half
(380+380)
First half
(370+370)
First half
(350+350)
First half
(410+410)
First half
(390+390)

Number of
images for
Testing
(Spraying +
Nonspraying)
Second half
(400+400)
Second half
(430+430)
Second half
(460+460)
Second half
(380+380)
Second half
(370+370)
Second half
(350+350)
Second half
(410+410)
Second half
(390+390)

Accuracy%
(Developed
method)

Accuracy
% (MSM)
[36]

Accuracy
Accuracy
% (Yolo-v3) % (SSD)
[40]
[32]

86.78

76.47

84.27

81.08

89.22

74.94

87.84

82.46

90.85

75.72

89.23

84.29

89.63

74.85

85.31

83.06

91.35

77.43

87.91

85.29

88.56

74.91

85.11

82.07

89.92

79.16

86.13

82.78

88.46

78.82

85.75

82.41

orchards for experimentation. Videos were recorded and at the preprocessing stage they were converted to
images. In order to obtain reasonable imagery dataset and avoid hazards, heights of 2.5 m and 6 m were
used for croplands and orchards. The method comprises two modules: 1) Deep fully convolutional network
constitutes the first module which is introduced for proposing the regions and 2) Faster R-CNN detector
accounts for the second layer, detecting the regions that are proposed. The input image is processed to
generate a 2D feature map. Region proposal network is subsequently used for generating a sparse set of
class-agnostic region proposals, by classifying group scale varying anchor boxes centered at each pixel location
of feature map. The developed method was compared with other methods for authenticity. Accuracy analysis
of the recognition system was obtained. It was demonstrated that the developed deep-learning-based system
outperformed conventional machine learning and other deep learning systems in a real field environment for
a limited dataset and variable target sizes. The recognition system was able to achieve 87.77% and 88.57%
accuracy for croplands and orchards, respectively. The research on recognizing spraying area could be expended
to recognizing pests/bugs and ultimately to operation situation of UAV-based sprayers which can significantly
promote pesticide and herbicide saving while enhancing their effectiveness. As a future work, research on
real-time recognition using deep learning technique in autonomous UAV spraying system is in progress.
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